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Just Launched: New Statewide Grower Directory

PA Veggies (the Pennsylvania Vegetable Marketing and
Research Program) has officially launched four new directories
that service farmers, consumers, and wholesale buyers in a
way that no directories have before. Each Directory was built as
an enhancement of the long-standing listings available at
paveggies.org and PA Veggies will continue to improve this
valuable resource by adding as many PA farmers and operations as possible. If you’re interested in seeing your farm, community farmers market, farm market, CSA, or produce auction,
listed, please take a few minutes and submit a request today
using the form at http://www.paveggies.org/submit-farm-info/ or
call the Program at 717-694-3596.
Features of the new directories
include:
· A reformatted, digestible layout
where business names and
additional details are showcased.
· A responsive map with “snapshot”
info when a location icon is
selected.
· Consumers may now use their
location and a specified radius, or a specific county, to
search for community farmers market and/or farm markets.
· Wholesale buyers can perform a similar search with the

additional ability to filter by a wholesale farmer’s certifications, facilities, crops grown, and acreage per crop.
· CSAs are featured on their own page and include radial
location and county filters tied to a responsive map.
· Produce Auctions are showcased on an individual page
with a map that pinpoints all 16 locations within the state
of Pennsylvania.
Many local produce sources are open year-round in
Pennsylvania so this Directory launches at an opportune time
when residents and wholesale buyers can identify their options
and continue to invest in local agriculture even as the seasons
change.
For consumers who are not sure what to do with fall and
winter produce, PA Veggies will be posting tips and ideas on
paveggies.org, and their Facebook and Instagram pages.
The Pennsylvania Vegetable Marketing and Research
Program is a statewide marketing order established by a grower referendum, governed by a grower board and funded by
grower assessments. The Program’s sole purpose is to serve
the vegetable growers of Pennsylvania by promoting
Pennsylvania-grown vegetables and funding practical vegetable production research. Consider liking PA Veggies on
Facebook (PAVeggies), following along on Instagram
(@PAVeggies), subscribing to our Emails and our YouTube
channel, and using #PAVeggies to find and share your homegrown PA happiness experiences.

The 2020 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and
Vegetable Convention will be held
January 28 to 30, 2020, at the Hershey
Lodge in Hershey, Pennsylvania. This
year’s keynote speaker is Todd Hunt, a
noted speaker on developing business
communication skills.
Todd Hunt’s keynote presentation on
January
28
will
be
entitled
“Communication Bleeps and Blunders in
Business”. This is an insightful look at
improving communication to become
more successful…with dozens of everyday examples that will leave you chuckling
Todd Hunt – this year’s
in recognition.
Discover “where your listener is com- keynote speaker.
ing from” and how to tailor your communication style
accordingly.

Review the eight problem words that could cost you business.
Never think about voice mail the same again!
Todd Hunt is that rare speaker whose style and humor keep
audiences riveted, while demonstrating the power of communication in our lives. As an executive at Ogilvy & Mather, one of
the world’s largest advertising agencies, Todd learned the “inner
workings” of communication. Additional jobs with an insurance
administrator, direct marketing company and ad department of
a major retailer confirmed what he had suspected all along —
we all mess up communicating! Then he started his own successful marketing agency in Chicago. Working with trade associations, retailers, non-profits and financial companies, Todd
sold insurance, credit accounts, trade shows, seminars, theater
tickets, memberships and other products and services to consumer and business audiences. He discovered that people
were hungry to hear his funny stories about sales, customer
(continued on page 4)

Todd Hunt is Keynote Speaker for 2020 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and
Vegetable Convention
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Needed: Nominations for PVGA Directors

Pennsylvania
Vegetable Growers
Association

An association of
commercial vegetable,
potato and berry growers.
President
Jonathan Strite ‘22
Harrisburg
First Vice President
Brian Campbell ‘21
Berwick
Second Vice President
Rita Resick ‘20
Somerset
Secretary-Treasurer
William Reynolds ‘22
Waynesboro
Past President
David Miller ‘20
York
Directors
Robert Amsterdam ‘21
Mechanicsburg
Peter Flynn ‘21
West Chester
Tina Forry ‘22
Palmyra
Christopher Harner ‘20
State College
Barron Hetherington ‘22
Ringtown
Alan Kemmerer ‘22
Berwick
Arthur King ‘21
Valencia
Kenneth Martin ‘20
New Berlin
Amy Metrick ‘21
Butler
Michael Orzolek ‘21
State College
Christopher Powell ‘20
Strasburg
John Shenk ‘20
Lititz
Robert Shenot ‘22
Wexford
Jeffrey Stoltzfus ‘20
Atglen
Mark Troyer ‘21
Waterford
Executive Director
William Troxell
Richfield

The terms of seven members of the PVGA Board of Directors expire at the Annual Meeting scheduled for Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at the Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Convention in Hershey.
The Directors whose terms expire are:
Christopher Harner – State College – first elected 2014
Kenneth Martin – New Berlin – first elected 2002
David Miller – York – first elected 2002
Christopher Powell – Strasburg – first elected 2017
Rita Resick – Somerset – first elected 2017
John Shenk – Lititz – first elected 2011
Jeff Stoltzfus – Atglen – first elected 2011
Mr. Martin and Mr. Miller have both reached the 18-year term limit set by the Board but all the others are eligible for re-election. Under changes adopted two years ago at the Annual Meeting, the
members will elect five members to the Board and the Board will name a sixth Director. Only six of
the seven seats will be filled to return the Board to a total of 18 members after the 2021 Annual
Meeting. The Board currently has 20 members due to allowing the Board to appoint additional Board
members to provide diversity and potentially certain expertise in the Board makeup that the election
process does not always provide.
Like last year, the election will be conducted by a mail-in ballot that will be mailed to all members
with the dues renewal notices in late November/early December. The Leadership and Recognition
Committee will be seeking additional nominees to be included on the ballot. Members who want to
nominate someone for Director, or who would like to be considered, should contact the PVGA office at
717-694-3596 or pvga@pvga.org or David Miller, who as Past President serves as chair of the
Committee at dave@millerplantfarm.com.

PVGA Young Grower Award Applications
Being Accepted

The “PVGA Young Grower” award was a new award established three year’s ago. Brandon
Christner was the first recipient at the 2017 Mid-Atlantic Convention and Peter Salerno III was the
recipient at the 2018 Convention. Unfortunately, there were no nominees for 2019. The winner is chosen each year by the PVGA Leadership and Recognition Committee. PVGA members are asked to
nominate a young grower (someone they know or themselves) who meets the criteria for the Award.
The criteria are as follows:
- is a PVGA Member who is 35 years old or younger;
- is successfully growing vegetables, potatoes or berries; and
- has contributed to advancing or promoting the Pennsylvania vegetable, potato or berry industry.
The prize for the winner will be free registration and lodging for the 2020 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and
Vegetable Convention. To nominate someone or yourself, send a brief but comprehensive description
of the farm operation and the nominee’s qualifications to PVGA at pvga@pvga.org or 815 Middle
Road, Richfield, PA 17086, by November 30, 2019.

The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers News is the official monthly publication of the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association, Inc., 815 Middle Road, Richfield, PA 17086-9205
phone and fax - 717-694-3596, email - pvga@pvga.org website - www.pvga.org
Our Mission:
The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association serves Pennsylvania’s commercial vegetable,
potato and berry growers
through education, research, advocacy and promotion.
Our Vision:
The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association will be the driving force in ensuring the furture viability
of the commercial vegetable, potato and berry industries in Pennsylvania.
Inquiries about membership, this publication or advertising rates should be directed to
William Troxell, Executive Director, at the above addresses.
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2019 PVGA Membership at 956
In 2017, PVGA membership reached its highest level in
recent history at 1,063 members. Unfortunately, in 2018, membership dropped to 1,016, and dropped further in 2019 to 956.
The Census of Agriculture indicates there are over 3,300 farms
in Pennsylvania that grow an acre or more of vegetables. Thus,
PVGA has a large potential membership as yet untapped and
hopefully membership will rebound in 2020.
The Directors have set a goal of retaining 90% of the previous year’s members and recruiting 15% new members each
year. Unfortunately for 2019 only 82% of last year’s members
rejoined and on 13% new members were recruited – that is they
were not members in 2018. Membership has increased over the
previous year in five of the last ten years, increasing 12% in that
time period from 907 in 2009.
PVGA is completing its 92nd year as an association. The
Directors are fully aware that membership goals can only be
met and maintained by providing an adequate return to members for their dues investment.
As a result of the Vegetable Industry Strategic Planning
Initiative which the Association and the Pennsylvania Vegetable
Marketing and Research Program (PVMRP) undertook in early
2014, the Association appointed a Capacity Development
Committee to explore how the Association can develop the
resources in terms of funding and staffing to provide more services to growers/members.
Meanwhile, however, the Association strove to continue to
provide a good return on members’ dues investment in 2018
with the following ongoing activities and member services:
• PVGA helped sponsor the 2018 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and
Vegetable Convention – the premier grower meeting of its
kind on the east coast.
• PVGA published the Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers
News, its own 24-plus-page monthly newsletter with pertinent information for the Pennsylvania vegetable, potato,
berry or greenhouse vegetable grower.

We Need Your Help at the
Farm Show!

Each year over 200 PVGA members and friends volunteer
at the PVGA Food Booth at the Pennsylvania Farm Show in
Harrisburg. We need at least 25 volunteers in the booth at all
the times. Since the Farm Show runs from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m., we need two shifts to completely cover each day from
January 4 to 11, 2020. That translates into a lot of volunteer
hours. Plus, this year we will again be open the afternoon of
Friday, January 3, from noon to 9:00 p.m.
You say you don’t come to the Farm Show? Why not break
tradition and come for once? It’s worth the trip just to volunteer
your time to the Association and any farmer is bound to see at
least a few things of interest at the Farm Show. There is a wide
array of exhibits throughout the Complex. Are you really too
busy in the middle of the winter to take a day off to help support
vegetable and small fruit research? Last year we earned about
$185 for each volunteer shift enabling the Association to give
over $86 per member to Penn State research.
We are grateful to the many PVGA members who help out
each year but we need new volunteers each year. If YOU have
never helped before, PLEASE call us today at 717-694-3596
and volunteer for 2020. You’ll be helping your Association
besides having an enjoyable time.
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• PVGA produced a weekly/biweekly PVGA Update email for
members with email capability to keep members regularly
updated about the Association as well as pertinent articles
of interest on the internet.
• PVGA provided $67,156 for vegetable and small fruit
research in 2018 - bringing the Association’s total for
research contributions to $1,086,228 over the last 30
years.
• PVGA represents the interests of the vegetable, potato and
small fruit industries on legislative and regulatory issues
through letters and meetings with public officials.
• PVGA cooperated with the Department of Agriculture and
the Vegetable Marketing and Research Program to represent the Pennsylvania vegetable industry at various promotion events.
• PVGA co-sponsored several regional twilight meetings and
field days this summer and fall as grower educational
opportunities plus a bus tour of New Jersey farm markets.
• PVGA holds the trademark for the Pennsylvania Simply
Sweet Onion to help develop a new profitable, branded
crop for Pennsylvania growers.
• PVGA is especially proud of the volunteer effort put forth
each year by PVGA members to run the Association’s Food
Booths at the Farm Show and Ag Progress Days. As noted
above, these efforts have enabled PVGA to donate over
$1,000,000 dollars towards research and promotion activities over the last 30 years. The Board of Directors has
essentially devoted the profits from the Food Booths to
fund the Association’s research, promotion and donation
budgets rather than any of the Association’s general operations.
In 2018 PVGA members again received free subscriptions
to the American Vegetable Grower magazine and the Vegetable
Growers News.
Dues invoices for 2019 will be mailed in late November or
early December. We hope all members will renew your memberships for 2019 and that you will urge a neighboring grower to
join as well. We want to see PVGA membership continue to
increase. Increased membership allows the Association to better the serve the vegetable, potato and berry growers of
Pennsylvania – and that is our end purpose.

Be a Keystone Member for
2020 and Invest in PVGA’s
Future

In 1994, the Association established a new membership
class, the Keystone membership, and an endowment-type fund,
the Keystone Fund. PVGA members who wish to support the
vegetable, potato and berry industries in a special way pay dues
above the regular rate, with the dues above the regular rate
being placed in the Keystone Fund. The current balance in the
Keystone Fund is about $170,000 which is invested in money
market accounts, two bond mutual funds and a S&P index stock
fund.
The Board of Directors has approved the following uses for
the annual interest earned by the Keystone Fund:
Two annual $1,000 student scholarships that will are
awarded according to criteria set by a special committee. The
committee has awarded a total of twelve scholarships to date.
(continued on page 4)
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Todd Hunt is Keynote... (continued from page 1)
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service, leadership and change, which he gathered during his
business career.
Over 2,400 fruit, vegetable, and berry growers and other
industry persons from throughout the mid-Atlantic region and
beyond are expected to attend. This year’s convention will
again feature several pre-convention workshops, a farm market
bus tour, and a trade show with over 160 exhibitors, plus three
full days of six or more concurrent educational sessions.
The day before the main Convention opens, growers can
choose between a bus tour of farm markets in the Lancaster
area or several different workshops. The workshops include
Cultivating Leadership; FSMA Grower Training; Tomato School;
Hemp Production; Bees, Pollinators, and Pollination and
Pennsylvania Pesticide Applicator License Training.
On the opening day of the Convention, besides Mr. Hunt’s
keynote presentation, there will be sessions on Tree Fruit, Basic
Vegetable Production, Tomatoes, General Vegetable
Production, Cole Crops, Alliums, Sweet Potatoes, Legumes,
Composting, Soil Health, Farmers’ Health, Building Creative
Displays, Retail Marketing and Wholesale Marketing.
Sessions on the second day include Tree Fruit,
Pumpkins/Vine Crops, Sweet Corn, Greenhouse Ornamentals,
Organic Vegetable Production, Small Fruit, Stone Fruit, Wine
Grapes, Employee Recruitment and Retention, Marketing 101
and Creating Value-Added Products and Services. In addition,
there will be special topics for farm workers presented in
Spanish.
On the final day of the Convention, sessions on High
Tunnels, Potatoes, Small Fruit, Wine Grapes, Leafy Greens,
Cut Flowers, Greenhouse Vegetables, Food Safety, Farm
Management, Agritourism, Social Media, Tree Fruit and Stone
Fruit will be featured.
The Mid-Atlantic Convention has been jointly sponsored by
the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania, the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association, the Maryland
State Horticultural Society and the New Jersey State

Horticultural Society for the past 42 years making this year’s
Convention the 43rd meeting. In 2014, the Virginia State
Horticultural Society also began meeting at the Convention.
The Pennsylvania State University, University of Maryland,
Rutgers University Cooperative Extension and Virginia Tech
University all assist in organizing the three days of educational
sessions.
The Convention has become one of the premier grower
meetings in the Northeast. The Great American Hall and the
Aztec Room at the Hershey Lodge will host most of the Trade
Show with several additional booths being located in the
Confection Level Lobby. Specialized horticultural equipment,
farm market merchandise, and packaging will all be on display
along with information on the latest seed varieties, fruit varieties, pesticides and other supplies and services for the commercial grower.
Many pesticide applicator update training credits will be
available to Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia
growers attending the sessions. The program covers nearly
every aspect of fruit, vegetable, potato and berry production.
Commercial growers should not pass up this terrific educational opportunity.
The fourteenth annual Mid-Atlantic Cider Contest will be
conducted during the Convention to determine the best tasting
cider produced in the region. On January 28, fruit and vegetable
growers will gather for the annual Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Banquet which will include awards and recognitions. On
January 29, there will be an Ice Cream Social for all in the
evening plus a reception for apple growers. This year’s Ice
Cream Social will again feature special tables set aside for discussion of specific topics among growers.
The full educational program and registration information
will be published in the November issue of this newsletter and
posted on the Convention website at www.mafvc.org in midNovember.

Half of any remaining interest is given to the Penn State
Plant Pathology Department as a general research grant in support of the vegetable pathologist’s ongoing research work.
The other half of any remaining interest is given to the Penn
State Entomology Department as a general research grant in
support of the vegetable entomologist’s ongoing research work.
The special research grants from the Keystone Fund were
designated for the Plant Pathology and Entomology
Departments at this point in time rather than the Plant Science
Department because the Association for several years gave
$10,000 a year to partially support a research technician in the
Plant Science Department. This support comes from the
Association’s General Fund. As interest rates declined in the
past several years, these research grants grew smaller but
should increase again as interest rates increase.
Suggested Keystone dues are based on a member’s gross
income from vegetables, potatoes or berries instead of being a
flat rate. However, any member who pays dues of $75 or more
is considered a Keystone member regardless of their gross
income. The amount of Keystone dues paid by individual members is not published so as not to disclose their gross income.
Keystone dues are added to the principal of the Keystone Fund,
thus increasing the potential amount of interest available each
year.

Keystone membership is open to all vegetable, potato and
berry farm operations, processing firms and allied industry
firms. Associate Keystone Members are additional family members or employees of Keystone Members. The following farms,
firms and persons are Keystone or Associate Keystone
Members for 2019:

Be a Keystone... (continued from page 3)

Certis USA (Mike Allan) - Columbia MD
Amsterdam Produce Enterprises (Robert Amsterdam) Mechanicsburg
Baronner Farms (Robert Baronner) - Hollidaysburg
Lady Moon Farms (Thomas Beddard) - Chambersburg
Triple B Farms (R.J. and William Beinlich) – Monongahela
Benshoff Farms of New Germany (James Benshoff) –
Summerhill
Catoctin Mt Orchard (Robert Black) — Thurmont MD
Bleiler Produce (Terry Bleiler) - Breinigsville
Christner Farms (Matthew Christner — Dawson
Dudas Farm (Roberta Dudas)- Fairview
Dymond’s Farm Market (Christopher, Fred III, and Timothy
Dymond) - Dallas
Fred W. Eckel’s Sons (Keith Eckel, Donald Green, David
Green Jr) - Clarks Summit
(continued on page 12)
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PFB Weighs in on Proposed H-2A Overhaul

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau recently weighed in on the U.S.
Department of Labor’s plan to overhaul its H-2A visa program
for agricultural guest workers, telling the agency that farmers
welcome proposed changes to make the program more efficient
but are concerned that some provisions will prove burdensome.
PFB noted that the proposed rule would streamline the program
and includes notable improvements, such as allowing for staggered hiring of U.S. workers that apply for available positions,
the option for electronic filing of applications and related paperwork, changes to transportation reimbursement requirements
and allowing flexibility on guest workers’ start date to account
for unpredictable factors, like weather. But some proposed provisions, PFB cautioned, are problematic. Farms with year-round
labor needs would not be able to use the program, PFB said,
and requirements associated with housing, appeals and wages
would add new burdens for farmers. PFB also raised concerns
over a new provision related to joint employment of H-2A workers that would make each employer liable for the other’s violations. “While efforts to streamline the program and create efficiencies are welcomed, they do not outweigh the lack of access
to the program for year-round sectors and are undermined by
provisions that place more requirements on employers,” PFB
wrote. “PFB urges the department to improve provisions in the
final rule, as outlined in our comments, to provide American
farmers with a user-friendly, economical labor system.”
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 4, 2020.

Fresh Start on Clean Water Rules

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Army
Corps of Engineers are undoing the controversial 2015 Waters
of the U.S. rule as they work to finalize a replacement that more
clearly defines which waterways fall under the jurisdiction of
federal regulators.
The agencies announced the move last week, which will
take 60 days to go into effect once it is officially published. The
administration plans to finalize a replacement clean water regulation this winter.
Farm Bureau and other opponents believe the 2015 was
overly broad and confusing and would have subjected nearly all
Pennsylvania farmland to federal water regulations.
“Pennsylvania farmers share the goal of protecting waterways in Pennsylvania and across the United States, but the
2015 WOTUS rule provided unprecedented regulatory authority to government agencies far beyond what Congress intended
under the Clean Water Act,” said Pennsylvania Farm Bureau
President Rick Ebert. “The rule, which would have vastly
increased the amount of farmland subject to oversight, was
never truly implemented nationwide, because it was struck
down by multiple court rulings, which determined the rule to be
illegal.”
Though a significant victory, the latest development is not
the end of the fight for a clearer clean water rule as supporters
of the 2015 WOTUS rule are likely to challenge its revocation in
court.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

Progress Made on Trade with China

President Donald Trump’s administration has reached a
tentative, “handshake” agreement with China to forgo planned
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tariff increases on Chinese imports in exchange for China buying more U.S. agricultural goods. The deal, though agreed to in
principle last week, is not yet finalized and questions remain
over how much U.S. agricultural products China will buy and
whether those purchases will be tied to the U.S. removing tariffs that are already in place on Chinese imports. Trump
announced last week that China would ramp up its purchases
of U.S. agricultural products to $40 billion to $50 billion within
two years; however, according to news reports, uncertainty over
the details remained this week as China has not confirmed the
amount of its planned purchases or the timeline. An increase in
Chinese purchases of American agricultural products would be
a welcomed relief for U.S. farmers, who have suffered the brunt
of ongoing trade strife between the U.S. and China. China still
has retaliatory tariffs in place on pork, soybeans and other
items, which have hurt exports and commodity prices amid an
already difficult farm economy. The U.S. and China are reportedly hoping to finalize a trade agreement for next month. Farm
Bureau has urged the administration to work with China to
secure an agreement that increase market opportunities for
U.S. farmers.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 18, 2020.

Farmers Call for Reforms at NRCS

The American Farm Bureau Federation is calling for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture to enact reforms within its
Natural Resources Conservation Service after a scathing federal court ruling found that the agency committed an “abuse of
discretion” in denying due process to farmers who sought to
challenge unfounded accusations against them.
In a letter to USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue, AFBF
President Zippy Duvall outlined major reforms he said are needed to ensure that farmers are treated fairly by NRCS staff and
have an opportunity to contest alleged compliance violations
that they believe to be unfounded.
The federal court ruling found that NRCS “repeatedly failed
to follow applicable law and agency standards” in its treatment
of Indiana farmers David and Rita Boucher as they attempted
for 17 years to appeal a wrongful compliance violation. NRCS
demanded that the Bouchers plant 300 trees per acre after they
removed nine trees on 2.8 acres. The court found NRCS wrongfully accused the Buchers of harming a non-existent wetland on
their property and then repeatedly ignored evidence to the contrary. The NRCS judgment against the farm made the Bouchers
ineligible for loans and crop insurance they needed to remain in
operation.
Duvall said that the Bouchers’ case is not unique and that
Farm Bureau members have reported similar mistreatment by
NRCS spanning multiple presidential administrations. He said
mistreatment of the Boucher’s has spanned the Bush, Obama
and Trump administrations.
“USDA should resist the temptation to characterize these
decisions from federal courts as outliers,” Duvall wrote. “In reality, affected farmers typically have been unable to challenge the
agency’s decisions because they simply cannot afford to lose
eligibility or the costs of a fruitless appeal.”
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

(continued on page 8)
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Act Now: Help Keep Agritourism Viable in
Pennsylvania

Please urge your representative in Harrisburg to support
legislation that would help protect farmers who engage in agritourism from frivolous lawsuits. It’s critical that members of the
General Assembly hear directly from farmers why this commonsense reform is needed to protect farm families and ensure that
agritourism remains a viable option for Pennsylvania farmers.
House Bill 1348, sponsored by Rep. Barb Gleim, would provide
protection from frivolous lawsuits to farmers who are operating
agritourism activities in a safe manner. The bill would require
farmers to post multiple signs around their businesses warning
visitors of the inherent risks of being on a farm, and either
require participants sign a waiver or print a waiver on the back
of admission tickets. More than 20 other states already have
similar laws on the books. Agritourism enables farmers to tap
into the growing interest in local foods, and spending time on
farms, while creating crucial secondary sources of income.
Pennsylvania farmers are well positioned to take advantage of
these trends, but changes in state law are needed to help give
those producers better protection from lawsuits that arise out of
circumstances beyond their control. Please ask your representative to support House Bill 1348 by responding to Pennsylvania

National News Briefs (continued from page 6)

Act Now: Ask Congress to Support USMCA

It’s now up to Congress to ratify the proposed U.S.-MexicoCanada Agreement and its vital that members hear directly from
farmers how critical approval of this trade deal is to
Pennsylvania agriculture. The agreement, which replaces the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), would
increase agricultural and food exports to Mexico and Canada by
$2.2 billion annually and expand farmers’ access to North
American markets. It would also expand U.S. dairy farmers’
access to protected markets in Canada. Uncertainty over trade
has been damaging to U.S. agriculture during an already difficult farm economy. Finalizing the USMCA would provide greater
certainty that Pennsylvania farmers will have access to important foreign markets. Please tell your representative and
Pennsylvania’s senators how important the USMCA is to our
state’s largest industry by responding to Pennsylvania Farm
Bureau’s
Action
Alert
at
https://www.votervoice.net/BroadcastLinks/k6XPR1vUyOxHK6
MzHmHOEg.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 18, 2020.

U.S., Japan Reach Agreement on New Trade Deal

American farmers stand to benefit from a proposed trade
deal between the U.S. and Japan. The two nations have finished negations over an agreement that would reduce tariffs on
U.S. agricultural goods imported by Japan. Though the formal
agreement is not yet complete, the U.S. and Japan recently
signed a statement outlining the deal. American Farm Bureau
Federation President Zippy Duvall called the deal a “positive
step” for farmers. “Japan is American agriculture’s fourth-largest
export destination and vital to the livelihood of hundreds of thousands of farms and the families who live on them,” Duvall said.
“We export nearly $13 billion a year in agricultural products to
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Farm Bureau’s Action Alert at https://www.votervoice.net/
BroadcastLinks/ae_HtOOY7ZGo-LYxgz_3pw.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 18, 2020.

Bills to Support Broadband Expansion Advance

A pair of bills that would take an important step towards
expanding rural Pennsylvanians’ access to high-speed internet,
or broadband, have moved forward in the General Assembly.
The Senate State Government Committee recently voted to
send Senate Bill 470 and House Bill 305 to the full chamber for
consideration.
The bills—sponsored by state Sen. Kristen Phillips Hill of
York County and state Rep. Pam Snyder of Greene County—
would require the Department of General Services to determine
which state-owned assets could host broadband technology.
Access to high-speed internet is becoming increasingly
important in agriculture and daily life but many rural
Pennsylvanians lack adequate access. While bridging the
broadband divide between rural and urban areas will require a
multi-faceted approach, Senate Bill 470 and House Bill 305 are
an important piece of that puzzle.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.
(continued on page 10)

Japan, even as we continue to face steep tariffs on many
exports.” Under the proposed deal, Japan would treat U.S. agricultural imports as it does goods from the European Union and
its partner nations in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, enabling
U.S. farmers to compete on a level playing field for access to
the Japanese market. The Japanese Parliament is expected to
approve the deal later this fall, allowing it to take effect as early
as Jan. 1. Congress does not need to approve the deal as it
does not involve substantive changes to U.S. law.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 4, 2020.

EPA Moves to Expand Blending of Biofuels

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has proposed a
measure to increase the level of biofuels that refineries are
required to blend into gasoline. The move comes amid criticism
from Farm Bureau and other agricultural organizations that the
Renewable Fuel Standard, which requires refineries include
biofuels in gasoline blends, is undermined by a recent surge in
the number of exemptions from those requirements the EPA
has granted to small refineries. EPA approved more than triple
the number of small refinery waivers from 2016 through 2018
than it did the previous three years. The new proposal aims to
help offset the reduction in biofuels caused by those exemptions by increasing the amount of renewable fuels non-exempt
refineries are required to blend. Farm Bureau is reviewing the
proposal and plans to submit formal comments. American Farm
Bureau Federation President Zippy Duvall commended the
administration for taking steps toward restoring integrity to the
biofuel requirements, saying the plans “put us on a path toward
greater ethanol use in nearly all vehicles now on the road and
recognize the loss in demand caused by small refinery waivers.”
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
October 18, 2020.
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Indoor Vertical Farm Planned for Pittsburgh
Fifth Season, an indoor farming pioneer, announced plans
for its first highly efficient, commercial-scale indoor vertical farm,
which will open in early 2020 in Braddock, a historic steel town
near Pittsburgh.
Fifth Season, originally founded as RoBotany Ltd., is a consumer-focused technology company that was incubated at
Carnegie Mellon University’s (CMU) Swartz Center for
Entrepreneurship—an alliance of CMU’s business, robotics and
other schools focused on fostering innovation. The company
has raised over $35 million to date led by Drive Capital and
other private investors with close ties to CMU. Its leadership
team has deep expertise in plant science, robotics, AI and systems engineering.
Austin Webb, Fifth Season’s co-founder and CEO, said the
company’s 60,000-square-foot Braddock farm will set a new
vertical agriculture standard for efficient, safe and sustainable
production of pesticide-free leafy greens and herbs in urban
communities.
Fifth Season developed and perfected its technology with
two R&D vertical farms in Pittsburgh’s South Side neighborhood. Their leafy greens have been sold at local retailers, such
as Giant Eagle and Whole Foods Market, along with popular
Pittsburgh restaurants Superior Motors, honeygrow and
Kahuna. Produce from the flagship production farm coming to
Braddock will also be available in Pittsburgh-area grocery
stores and restaurants.
“The goal through our first three years of development was
to prove we could bring fresh food to urban customers at prices
competitive with conventionally grown produce,” Webb said.

“We have developed fully integrated, proprietary technology to completely control the hydroponic growing process and
optimize key factors such as energy, labor usage and crop output,” Webb added. “The result is a vertical farm design that has
over twice the efficiency and grow capacity of traditional vertical
farms. Our unprecedented low costs set a new standard for the
future of the industry.”
Webb said the Braddock farm’s ideal growing environment
will deliver perfect, pure produce, in any season. It will produce
over 500,000 pounds of lettuce, spinach, kale, arugula and
herbs from its 25,000-square-foot grow room during the first full
year of operation. The facility is partially solar-powered and
requires 95 percent less water compared to traditional growing
operations.
Webb said the company is planning a staged expansion in
additional, similar-sized in cities across the U.S.

Kurt Zuhlke & Assoc., Inc.
P.O. Box 609, Bangor, PA 18013
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DEP Chief: Pennsylvania, Farmers Doing Their Part
to Improve Chesapeake Bay

Pennsylvania plans to implement measures to improve
water quality on more acres of farmland than any other state in
the Chesapeake Bay Watershed over the next six years.
And despite the challenges in doing so, state Department
of Environmental Protection Secretary Patrick McDonnell said,
Pennsylvania remains committed to both improving water quality at the local level and meeting its federally-prescribed goals
for reducing nutrient pollution in the Chesapeake Bay.
“With 33,000 farms and over 200 municipalities with
NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System) permitting obligations in Pennsylvania’s portion of the Bay watershed, Pennsylvania is tackling an enormous challenge to
reduce nonpoint source nutrient and sediment levels in our
streams and rivers on multiple fronts,” McDonnell wrote in a July
letter to his counterpart in Maryland, Ben Grumbles. “Despite
these challenges, Pennsylvania is resolute in our commitment
to making real progress in reducing pollution and improving the
health of the watershed and the Bay by 2025.”
McDonnell’s comments came in response to criticism of
Pennsylvania’s draft Phase 3 Watershed Implementation Plan
(or WIP), which describes how the state will meet pollutionreduction goals by 2025. Critics, including the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation and Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan, have called
Pennsylvania’s plan inadequate.
But McDonnell said, those criticisms fail to recognize the
enormous scale of conservation measures called for in
Pennsylvania’s plan, especially compared with what other bay
states plan to do over the same time period.
Pennsylvania’s draft Phase 3 WIP calls implementing more
soil conservation and water quality plans, tillage management,
cover crops and forested buffers through 2025 than all of the
other bay states combined are planning to implement.
Pennsylvania is second only to Virginia in planned expansion of
grass buffers but is planning to add more than all the other bay
states, except Virginia, combined.
McDonnell noted that Pennsylvania has sought to develop
a Phase 3 WIP that is realistic and able to be implemented by
working collaboratively with stakeholders. And the plan takes a
bottoms-up approach, in which the state will work with each
county in the watershed to develop an action plan tailored to its
needs and circumstances.
McDonnell acknowledged that securing resources to verify
implementation of conservation practices remains a challenge,
as it does for other bay states. He said the Bay Program
Partnership must streamline its requirements to ease the burden on states and free up more resources for implementing
conservation practices. And he said, Pennsylvania would welcome a discussion on how the economic benefits of improving
the bay can be shared by states, such as Pennsylvania, that are
investing in conservation measures but won’t see those benefits directly.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

Pennsylvania Farmers Eligible for Disaster Aid,
Emergency Loans

Farmers in 39 Pennsylvania counties who were affected by
flooding that occurred in 2018 can apply for disaster relief payments through the disaster relief package Congress passed
earlier this year.

PENNSYLVANIA VEGETABLE GROWERS NEWS

Sign-up is also open for emergency loans available to farmers in seven northeast Pennsylvania counties who experienced
crop losses as a result excessive rainfall and flash flooding last
growing season.
More than $3 billion in disaster payments is available
nationwide through the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Wildfire
and Hurricane Indemnity Program. The funding comes from a
congressional disaster relief package that Farm Bureau supported and advocated for.
Farmers can apply for payments to cover up to 70 to 95
percent of the expected value of eligible crops they lost as a
result of the flooding. Payments vary by a variety of factors,
including the degree of the loss and the level of crop insurance
coverage, if any. Farmers in the following Pennsylvania counties are eligible to apply: Adams, Blair, Bradford, Cambria,
Cameron, Centre, Clearfield, Clinton, Columbia, Crawford, Elk,
Erie, Fayette, Franklin, Fulton, Green, Huntingdon, Indiana,
Jefferson, Lackawanna, Lancaster, Lebanon, Luzerne,
Lycoming, McKean, Montour, Northampton, Potter, Schuylkill,
Snyder, Somerset, Sullivan, Susquehanna, Tioga, Washington,
Wayne, Westmoreland, Wyoming, and York.
The emergency loans are now available to farmers in
Lackawanna, Luzerne, Monroe, Pike, Susquehanna, Wayne,
and Wyoming counties. The disaster declaration covers losses
caused by excessive rainfall and flooding from July 2018
through February 2019.
Learn more about both programs at www.farmers.
gov/recover and apply by contacting your local USDA Service
Center. Find your local service center at www.farmers.com/ser
vice-center-locator.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

Expanded REAP Program Now Open

Farmers can now apply for a newly expanded program that
offers tax credits to producers who implement on-farm conservation practices.
The Resource Enhancement and Protection Program (better known as REAP) was expanded to $13 million dollars this
year as part of the “PA Farm Bill” legislative package.
Farmers can apply for REAP tax credits to cover 50 to 75
percent of the costs of implementing conservation practices or
purchasing related equipment. Common REAP projects include
no-till planting and precision ag equipment, waste storage facilities, conservation plans, Nutrient Management Plans, cover
crops, riparian buffers and barnyards runoff controls. Credits
can be used in conjunction with other funding sources and
applications are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.
As a result of the recent overhaul, farmers may now receive
up to $250,000 in any seven-year period. And new this year,
spouses filing jointly may use REAP credits. Private investors
may also sponsor conservation projects by providing farmers
with the necessary capital in exchange for the REAP tax credits.
Learn more about the program and how to apply at agriculture.pa.gov.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.
(continued on page 11)
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Video Contest Asks Students to Examine Future of
Agriculture

The Pennsylvania Senate is encouraging students across
the state to brainstorm new ways to support farmers and
encourage the next generation of farmers through a video competition. The “Talk to Your State Senator” video contest is open
to Pennsylvania middle and high school students. Working individually or in groups, students may submit a video up to threeminutes long that addresses how the state can help preserve its
agricultural heritage. There will be separate contests for grades
six through eight and nine through 12 and the top three winners
in each age category will receive $2,500, $1,500 and $1,000
respectively to be deposited directly into a 529 college savings
account. The deadline to apply is Jan. 31. See full contest rules
and
apply
at
https://www.votervoice.net/BroadcastLinks/E6TDZ_Sq0NU7gRZoogQ6Q .

Help Guide Extension Leadership Programs
Through Survey

Penn State Extension is asking Pennsylvania farmers, agricultural workers and people involved in agribusinesses to complete a survey to help guide its leadership programming and
resources. The online survey will take about 10 minutes to complete and focuses on leadership needs of Pennsylvania’s agricultural community. Responses are confidential and no individual responses will be shared, only aggregate data. Go to
https://pennstate.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_721UoVvBgqlsiAB
to take the survey.

New Website Provides Education on Crop Insurance

National Crop Insurance Services has launched a new
website to provide updated information on crop insurance,
including fact sheets, a video and glossary of common terms.
The site provides education to the public and policymakers
on the importance of crop insurance for providing a safety net
that protects farmers from a disaster that impacts agricultural
production. Crop insurance provides a level of economic security and safeguards the U.S. food and fiber supply.
The new website address is www.CropInsurance101.org.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

Help Tell Agriculture’s Story During Ag Literacy
Week

The Pennsylvania Friends of Agriculture Foundation is
looking for volunteer readers to help connect students to agriculture and where their food comes from.
Plan now to join us for the Fourth Annual Pennsylvania Ag
Literacy Week March 16-20, 2020. Volunteers will visit classrooms across the state to read this year’s book, “On the Farm,
At the Market,” to students and lead a hands-on activity.
Volunteer readers are asked to make a $10 donation per classroom to cover the cost of the book to be read and donated to
the class. To get involved:
1. Contact your local school to request to read to a kindergarten through second-grade classroom.
2. Collect classroom information (school, teacher name,
teacher email, grade, number of students).
3. Register online by Dec. 13.
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Learn more and register at www.pfb.com/agliteracy. For
questions, contact the foundation via email at alw@pfb.com.
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.

Survey Will Help Researchers Study InsectTransmitted Diseases

Penn State researchers need your help as they study how
to better educate the public about diseases that are transmitted
by ticks and mosquitoes, such as Lyme disease.
Pennsylvania ranks among the top three states with the
highest rates of tick-borne disease. In 2017 Pennsylvania had
the highest incidence of Lyme disease cases in the U.S., with
(continued on page 12)
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House Passes Revised
Sunday Hunting Bill

NEWS

Legislation that allows for a limited expansion of Sunday
hunting in Pennsylvania is a step closer to becoming law. The
state House voted 144 to 54 this week in favor of Senate Bill
147. The legislation will need to return to the Senate for another vote because changes have been made in the House.
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is neutral on the bill because, with
the changes made prior to the House vote, the legislation now
meets PFB’s policy objectives related to Sunday hunting. That
means PFB is not engaging in any advocacy for or against the
measure but will continue to monitor the legislative process to
ensure that there are no further changes that would conflict with
Farm Bureau policy. Voting delegates at PFB’s 68th Annual
Meeting last year re-affirmed that PFB does not support Sunday
hunting but outlined a set of criteria under which the organization could be neutral on a Sunday hunting bill. That criteria
includes: Limiting the expansion to three Sundays, strengthening trespass laws and requiring hunters to obtain prior written
permission from private landowners when hunting on Sundays.
In its current form, Senate Bill 147 meets that criteria. If the bill
is passed by the General Assembly and signed into law by the
governor, the changes would not take effect for 90 days. That
means the expansion would not happen this hunting season.
PVGA’s policy resolutions do not support Sunday hunting
but did have similar provisions as Farm Bureau’s resolutions in
that limitations to number of days of Sunday hunting, strengthening of trespass laws and a written permission requirement
would make Sunday hunting less objectionable.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
Nov. 1, 2019.

Workshop to Focus on
Farm-to-Institution Sales

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture and PA Preferred
are hosting a free workshop aimed at helping farmers get
involved in selling directly to schools and similar wholesale customers. The two-day crash course will help farmers determine
whether wholesaling to institutions is the right fit for their operation and will be followed up with a full year of mentoring. The
training will be specific to the participants and their farms and
aims to leave participants with a clear path for next steps.
Topics covered include regulatory requirements, the institutional buying process, marking tips, accounting for farm businesses, budgeting and more. Meals, including a networking dinner,
are included and there will be a wholesale buyer meet and
greet. The sessions are scheduled for Dec. 16 and 17 at the
Radisson Lackawanna Station Hotel in Scranton. Applications
must be submitted by Nov. 30. Apply online HERE. For questions or to apply by phone, contact Elaine Lemmon at Kitchen
Table Consultants at elaine@kitchentableconsultants.com or
717.253.7797.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
Nov. 1, 2019.
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Be a Keystone... (continued from page 4)

Windy Hill Farm (Marian Fifer) – Bulger
Douds Floyd Farm (Philip Doud Floyd) Aliquippa
Pete’s Produce Farm (J. Peter Flynn) – West Chester
Harvest Valley Farms (Jordan Foust) — Gibsonia
Loveland Products Inc (Gene K Gangwish) — Harrisburg
Graceland Farm Market (Jonathan Grace) – Grove City
Harnish Farms (Bryan Harnish) — Pequea
B & R Farms (Barron Hetherington) – Ringtown
Hopkin’s Farm (E. Harry, Leanne, and William Hopkins) Falls
Indian Oven Farms (Edward C. Hopkins) – Falls
Joel F Horst — New Holland
Cedar Run Produce (John M Hurst) East Earl
Harvest Valley Farms (Arthur, David and Larry King, Caleb
Costanzo) – Valencia
Kings Potatoes (Gerald R. King) – Cochranville
Kevin Knapp — York
Kreider’s Market (J. Lloyd Krieder) – Kirkwood
Kitchen Table Consultants (Ted Lebow) - Collegeville
Harvest View Farm and Market (Kenneth Metrick) - Butler
Miller Plant Farm (David Miller) – York
Keith Moyer — Middleburg
General Store Farm Market (David Moyer) – Birdsboro
Michael Orzolek – State College
Institute for Plant Based Nutrition (James Oswald) - Bala
Cynwyd
Richard Pallman — Clarks Summit
Peters Produce (Dennis S. Peters) - Red Lion
Nells Venture (Herbert Pollock) – Indiana
Pumpkinhill Produce Farms (Harry N. Roinick, Jr.) –
Nescopeck
Sample’s Vegetable Farm (Steve Sample) - Duncannon
Dan Schantz Farm and Greenhouse (Daniel Schantz, Patrick
Flanley) – Zionsville
Jim’s Farm Produce (James H Schirg) — West Abington Twp.
J & L Shafer Farms (Jack L. Shafer) — Tamaqua
Snyder’s Farm Market (George A Snyder) – Grampian
David Sokoloski – Beaver Falls
Stauffer Huling Farm – Sandford, FL
Bill Sterling - Newtown
William Troxell - Richfield
Van der Grinten Farms (Peter Van der Grinten) – Guilford, CT
Varner Farms (Robert D. Varner) — Collegeville
John K Zook — Kirkwood

State News Briefs (continued from page 11)

9,250 confirmed cases and an additional 2,650 probable cases,
according to the Centers for Disease Control.
Penn State Extension has established a team of experts to
help Pennsylvania address the serious threat of vector-borne
diseases, particularly those transmitted by ticks and mosquitoes. They are reaching out to Pennsylvanians to gather information to help inform their work through an anonymous, online
survey.
Please take the time to complete this survey so that
researchers can better understand what the public knows about
vector-borne diseases and how they can better target educational efforts.
The survey is available at: https://extension.psu.edu/tickborne-survey
From the Pennsylvania Agricultural Alliance Issues
Update, Penna. Farm Bureau, October 2019.
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Be Prepared When The Weeds
Start To Grow
Hillside
Cultivator
Model CS

→

The best cultivator
for strawberries and
between
plastic mulch.

The best cultivator
for in row weed
removal.

Eco Weeder

→

Hillside Cultivator Co. LLC
911 Disston View Dr., Lititz, PA 17543
717-626-6194 www.hillsidecultivator.com
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Latinx Agricultural Network Formed at Penn State to Address
Community’s Needs
A new strategic planning group at Penn State seeks to
enhance engagement and continue to provide support to
Pennsylvania’s Latinx agricultural community.
“We are delighted to be on the forefront of research, education and outreach efforts to our valued partners in the Latinx
community,” said Carolee Bull, professor and head of the
Department of Plant Pathology and Environmental Microbiology
in the College of Agricultural Sciences, who is among those
leading the initiative.
“Our goal is to help Latinx growers achieve quality agricultural production, experience satisfaction in their workplaces,
and enjoy a high quality of life.”
According to the 2017 U.S. Census of Agriculture, the number of Latinx principal operators in the country now stands at
90,344, up from 67,000, the figure reported in the 2012 census.
That increase, paired with the lack of English understanding
among many farmworkers, points to an unmet demand for bilingual agricultural education, according to Maria GorgoGourovitch, horticulture extension educator based in Chester
County.
“Trainings are most effective when language, cultural, economic and social factors of the audience are considered,”
Gorgo-Gourovitch said. “When all these factors are taken into
consideration, you can tell the audience and presenters feel
comfortable and share a sense of community. You can see the
interactive conversations and feel the energy of engagement.”
The group will build strategically on Penn State Extension’s
history of outreach to the Latinx community, spearheaded by

Gorgo-Gourovitch, extension educators Tara Baugher and Lee
Stivers, and Professor of Horticultural Systems Management
Elsa Sanchez, among others. Programs include bilingual workshops, online education and fact sheets on topics such as farm
safety, good agricultural practices and the federal Food Safety
and Modernization Act.
In addition, extension has provided bilingual sessions at
the annual Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Convention for the past 10 years and created a program to
assist beginning farmers in Pennsylvania, with an emphasis on
women and Hispanic and Latino farmers.
The newly formed Latinx Agricultural Network (Latinx is a
gender-neutral term for people of Latin American origin) is an
outgrowth of a project spearheaded by Ilse Huerta, a doctoral
candidate in agricultural and extension education, and Emma
Rosenthal, a doctoral candidate in plant pathology.
With the help of Bull, Gorgo-Gourovitch, Sanchez, Stivers,
Baugher, Kathy Sexsmith, assistant professor of rural sociology,
and Melanie Miller-Foster, assistant professor of international
agriculture, the students formed a team made up graduate students, extension educators, faculty and administrators.
Since 2017, members have made progress in analyzing
service gaps and in identifying others at the University who are
interested and have the skillset for supporting the group’s objectives. They also have been meeting with and surveying the
needs of the Latinx agricultural community.

(continued on page 15)
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Voting Begins Next Week for
FSA Committees

The U.S. Department of Agriculture will begin mailing ballots Nov. 4 for eligible farmers to vote in Farm Service Agency
county committee elections. County committees help steer
FSA’s commodity support programs, conservation programs,
indemnity and disaster programs, and emergency programs
and eligibility. Each county committee has three to 11 members
who serve three-year terms of office, with a third up for election
each year. Producers must participate or cooperate in an FSA
program to be eligible to vote. If you are eligible but did not
receive a ballot, you can pick one up at your local FSA office.
Learn more at https://www.fsa.usda.gov/news-room/countycommittee-elections/index.
From Farm Bureau Express, Penna. Farm Bureau,
Nov. 1, 2019.

Penn State Extension is partnering with the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture (PDA) to
provide pre-exam private pesticide
applicator training in Spanish.
Penn State Extension educators
Maria Gorgo and Carlos Quesada
will teach a Private Pesticide
Applicator Short Course in Spanish
on December 4th to 5th, 2019, at the
Penn State Fruit Research and
Extension Center (FREC), 290 University Drive, Biglerville, PA.
With support from a PDA Specialty Crop Block
Grant, the Spanish version of the national core SEE VIDEOS OF SPRAYERS IN ACTION ON UPDATED WEBSITE!
manual and the 2-day training course will be
NEW HYDRAULIC FOLD SPRAYER FEATURES
provided at no charge.
AIRBAG BOOM SUSPENSION!
To register, please visit https://extension.
psu.edu/private-pesticide-applicator-shortcourse-in-spanish or call 877-345-0691. For
more information and to receive advance
copies of the Core Manual, please contact Tara
Baugher, tab36@psu.edu, or 717-334-6271.

Latinx Agricultural...
(continued from page 14)

“Ilse and I recognize that there are many
dedicated people working independently at
Penn State to serve the Latinx community,” said
Rosenthal, who was born in Colombia and
raised in the U.S. “We saw the need to connect
these individuals and to develop a plan that
strategizes our engagement with the rapidly
increasing Latinx population in Pennsylvania.”
At a recent strategic retreat, the team was
joined by more than 50 extension educators,
faculty, students and Latinx leaders. In
addition to developing an organizational structure and forming an ad hoc
advisory committee of Latinx leaders,
those attending took part in sessions
that examined the role of the Latinx
community in Pennsylvania agriculture, evaluated programming in other
states as a benchmarking effort, and
discussed extension and Latinx interactions.
They prioritized research and
extension projects, began the groundwork for a formal strategic plan, and
agreed to organize a multistate conference focusing on extension needs of
Latinx farmers. The group plans to
reconvene later this fall to review
progress on its goals.

200, 300 & 400 Gal. Manual Fold • 300 & 400 Gal. Hyd. Fold

PENNS CREEK MFG.

Ask us about the advantages of the front mount boom.

1340 Broadway Rd., Winfield, PA 17889
www.pennscreekwelding.com
570-837-1197

BUILDERS OF DEPENDABLE ECONOMICAL VEGETABLE SPRAYERS
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Pets and Service Animals on Your Farm
Wes Kline and Meredith Melendez
An increasing number of customers are bringing animals
with them when they visit farm markets, pick your own farms, or
agritainment activities. Animals can pose a food safety risk to
produce, introduce disease to farm animals, frighten or upset
farm animals. With the new food safety regulations requiring
that farms have a plan for mitigating the food safety risks that
pets and service animals pose, many farmers have asked for
clarity around what animals are and aren’t legally allowed on
their farm. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) governs
what you are legally allowed to do in regards to customers with
service animals visiting your market or on your farm. This fact
sheet will cover the specifics of the ADA, animals that are not
protected by the ADA regulations, and how to reduce potential
risk on your farm from outside animals. States often have regulations that go beyond the federal ADA regulation, information
represented in this fact sheet is specific to New Jersey. If you
farm in another state please consult the state by state guide
linked at the end of this article.
What do the ADA regulations cover?
While many types of animals can provide comfort and emotional support to their owners, only service animals are protected by the ADA, specifically Title II and III. The ADA regulations
define “service animal” as dogs, and less commonly miniature
ponies, that are individually trained to do work or perform tasks
for people with disabilities such as guiding a blind person, alerting people who are deaf, assisting a person in a wheelchair,
alerting and protecting a person who is having a seizure,
reminding a person with mental illness to take prescribed medications, calming a person with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) during an anxiety attack, or other duties. The work or
task that a service animal has been trained to perform must be
directly related to the persons disability. Some of these disabilities are obvious, others are not.

What questions can you legally ask?
When it is not obvious to you that an animal is a service
animal you may ask just two questions to determine if the animal is a service animal.
1. Is the service animal required because of a disability?
2. What work or task has the service animal been trained to
perform?
The service animal must have been trained to perform a
specific task or work for a person with a disability in order to
qualify for protection under the ADA regulations. Note that service animals do not always wear vests or harnesses, and there
is no paperwork or ID Card carried by anyone with a service animal.
What questions are you legally prevented from asking?
1. You may not ask about the persons disability.
2. You may not ask for proof of the persons disability.
3. You may not ask for documentation or proof that the service animal is trained.
4. You may not ask for an animal health certificate.

What should you do once you are satisfied the animal is a
service animal?
1. Inform the handler which areas of the farm are open to the
service animal and handler.

2. Inform the handler where the handwashing areas are located, and that they should wash their hands before handling and consuming produce.
3. Inform the handler of the proper area for the service animal
to relieve themselves.
4. Inform the handler of where plastic bags and trash cans are
available to them to dispose of fecal material.
5. Inform the handler of any farm policies specific to service
animals.

Are comfort or emotional support animals protected by
regulations?
Neither comfort nor emotional support animals are covered
by the ADA regulations. Without the ADA regulatory protection
these animals can be refused entry to your farm without fear of
legal ramifications based on risk to your crops, your animals,
farm employees or other farm customers.

What risks do outside animals pose for farm livestock and
other farm animals?
When outside animals are present on your farm there are
diseases that can be spread to and by your farm animals and
livestock. Zoonotic diseases are diseases spread between
humans and animals and include E. coli O157:H7, salmonella,
and others. The most common way for these diseases to
spread is through direct contact, indirect contact, vectors, and
contaminated food. It has been estimated that six out of ten
known infectious diseases impacting humans are spread also
by animals. For more information on zoonotic disease risks and
preventive controls visit the CDC Zoonotic Diseases webpage:
https://www.cdc.gov/onehealth/basics/zoonotic-diseases.html

Can you deny entry to animals on the farm?
In general the ADA regulations state that service animals
may be present where the public is normally permitted. You may
restrict service animals from specific areas such as produce
handling areas used for washing, packing, and storage (risk of
food contamination), or livestock areas (natural predator/prey
relationships that can upset farm animals or potentially be a
source of disease transmission).

What is appropriate behavior for a service animal and their
handler?
Service animals should always be under the control of their
handler. Service animals must be harnessed, leashed, or tethered, unless these devices interfere with the service animal’s
work or the individual’s disability prevents using these devices.
Service animals have been trained on how to perform a service
to their handler and should be focused on that task.

Can you ask someone with a service animal to leave the
farm?
If the service animal is behaving in a way that indicates
they are not under the control of their handler, or if the handler
is unable to control the animal, you may ask them to leave.
Examples of this type of behavior would be: consumption of produce, urination, marking, or defecation in the production areas,
excessive barking, or aggressive behavior.

(continued on page 17)
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(continued from page 16)

Can service animals go into you-pick areas?
You should consider your production practices and the risk
involved with having an animal in your fields when determining
what parts of the farm service animals can access. Crops
grown in close proximity to the ground are inherently higher risk
crops for contamination when compared to crops growing farther from the ground. Crops typically consumed raw are also
higher risk, and in many pick-your-own settings the customers
are eating produce in the fields as they pick. Contact with animals can increase the risk of contamination of that produce.
Handwashing stations should be provided to give the customers
an opportunity to clean their hands after touching the service
animal.

Can service animals go into farm stores?
Service animals may be given access to store areas that
are generally open to the public. Service animals would be prohibited from food processing areas, such as a store kitchen, due
to contamination risk.

What should you provide to help reduce risk when service
animals are on the farm?
While the presence of service animals on your farm is likely to be a rare event, you should be prepared by having a designated area for service animals to relieve themselves, complete with pick-up bags and a trash can to dispose of fecal
material. Handwashing facilities should be available for the handler.

What if I let my customers bring animals onto my farm,
without restrictions?
Should you allow animals other than service animals onto
your farm be prepared to deal with customers with animals frequently. At minimum you should consider the following:
• Where will these animals urinate and defecate? • What supplies will you provide to allow proper clean up of defecation? (i.e. plastic bags and a trash can)
• Who will be trained to properly monitor this area to ensure
that it does not become a contamination risk or an eyesore for your farm?
• Where will the customer handwashing station be so that
their hands can be washed after handling their animal
and after managing a defecation event?
• What signage will you need to instruct customers on your
expectation for animal behavior and handling at the
farm?
• How will you handle a situation when the animal and/or the
handler is behaving inappropriately?

What are the steps to enforce your policies when someone
wants to bring an animal on the farm?
Your own policies regarding service animals on your farm
will dictate the conversation you have with a member of the public who wishes to bring an animal onto your property. We recommend clearly posting your policies so that people are aware of
them when they arrive on your farm.

What do you need to do to comply with the Food Safety
Modernization Act/Produce Safety Rule or a buyer required
third party audit?
Produce safety inspectors and auditors will focus on the
potential risk of contamination with animals on your farm. You
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can expect questioning to focus on the production areas where
the animals are permitted access, the areas that the animals
are allowed to relieve themselves, how those areas are maintained, availability of handwashing facilities for the handler, and
relevance and prominence of appropriate signage for the handler. Signage should indicate your expectations for the animal
handler, locations of areas to support proper handwashing and
trash disposal, and appropriate areas for the animal to urinate
and defecate.

Where can I learn more about the ADA regulations on service animals?
ADA 2010 Revised Requirements – Service Animals
https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm
Frequently Asked Questions about Service Animals and the
ADA https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/service_animal_
qa.html
State Specific Regulatory Table https://www.animallaw.info/
topic/table-state-assistance-animal-laws
Rutgers Cooperative Extension would like to thank The Seeing
Eye, Inc., the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture, New
Jersey Farm Bureau and the New Jersey Department of
Agriculture for their assistance in developing this fact sheet.
Dr. Kline and Ms. Melendez are with Rutgers Cooperative
Extension. From Vegetable Notes for Vegetable Farmers in
Massachusetts, Univ. of Mass. Extension, Vol. 31, No. 15,
July 25, 2019.

Call Harry Edwards @ 717.606.8021
or Email hedwards@rimol.com
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Is it Too Late to Control Weeds?
Dwight Lingenfelter

With dropping temperatures, many wonder if it is
too late to control weeds?
Not necessarily; but read
below for some comments
about this question.
As temperatures get
colder, some people wonder
if it is too late to control
weeds, especially perennials. In the fall, foliar applied
herbicides can be effective
if the plants are green and
appear healthy. For best
activity, apply herbicides
when daytime temperatures
are above 50°F and nighttime temperatures are
above 40°F for several days
during application time. Do
not apply herbicides immediately after a frost.
Some research from
Iowa State University and
The Ohio State University
indicates the following:
many perennial and bienni- Canada thistle regrowth in a fallow field. (D. Lingenfelter, Penn State Extension)
al weeds can still be effectively killed after a few hard frosts.
research over the last several years has shown that any chloResearch with quackgrass and glyphosate found greater
rimuron-containing product (Canopy EX, Blend, etc.) is at the
translocation of the herbicide after the first frost than before
top of the list for soybeans and simazine is one of the better
frost. Plants having a prostrate growth habit such as the bienniproducts for corn. Other products that have had some success
al musk or bull thistle will be more tolerant of frost since they are
include Valor for soybean and Basis Blend for corn. In general,
protected somewhat by heat released by the soil. With most
2,4-D should be tank-mixed with any residual product. Also,
plants it is possible to determine whether the foliage has been
when applying systemic herbicides this late in the year, make
severely affected by frosts, thus scouting the field prior to applisure to include adjuvant such as AMS and/or crop oil concencation is important to ensure that active foliage is still present.
trate/methylated seed oil to insure adequate uptake of the herRegarding quackgrass and Canada thistle regrowth after
bicide. Note that if you are applying systemic herbicides with
harvest, if these weeds are greater than 8 inches in height, then
these spray additives in a cereal rye cover, crop injury may
an application of glyphosate may provide good control of the
occur.
above and below ground plant parts. If temperatures drop below
Mr. Lingenfelter is with the Department of Plant Science at
28°F at night for more than 4 hours, then these plants may die
Penn State Univ. From Penn State Extension at https://extenand an herbicide application may not be effective. Quackgrass
sion.psu.edu/is-it-too-late-to-control-weeds?, October 29,
can handle colder temperatures than Canada thistle. If warm
2019.
temperatures (greater than 65°F) return for several days and
the plants appear to be growing, then an herbicide treatment
may still be effective.
Fall is the best time to control dandelions; while both fall
and early spring are the good times to control winter annuals. In
fallow fields, a combination of glyphosate plus 2,4-D ester is
Barbara Scott and Mark VanGessel
fairly effective for control of most winter annual weeds and danAs we move into the fall months and transition from sumdelion. Application of 2,4-D alone controls many winter annual
mer annual weeds to winter annual weeds, the website below
weeds, but 2,4-D will not control chickweed and is less effective
has excellent photos of common winter annual weeds in
on dandelion than when in tank mixture with other herbicides.
Delaware as a refresher.
(Also, if you have a pure stand cereal rye cover crop that has
https://cdn.extension.udel.edu/wp-content/uploads/
broadleaf winter annual and/or perennial weeds, 2,4-D ±dicam2012/06/22091804/winter-weeds-2019.pdf
ba can be applied to control these weeds either now or in the
Ms. Scott is a Research Associate and Dr. VanGessel is
early spring.)
the Extension Weed Specialist, both at the Univ. of Delaware.
By late November, foliar herbicide effectiveness decreases,
From the Weekly Crop Update, Univ. of Delaware Extension,
and the inclusion of a residual herbicide may be desirable in
Vol. 27, issue 27, September 27, 2019.
corn or soybean rotations. If you include a residual herbicide,

Winter Annual Weed
Identification
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Fruit and Fruiting Disorders in Summer Squash and Cucumbers
Gordon Johnson
A number of fruit and fruiting disorders have been observed
in summer squash and cucumbers including lack of fruit set,
bottlenecking, pinched blossom ends, crooks, nubs, hollow centers or cavities, fruit zippering and scarring.
Lack of fruit set can result from a lack of pollination due to
reduced bee activity, reduced pollen viability, or reduced pollen
germination in high heat. Water stress will compound this problem. When day temperatures are in the 90s and night temperatures are in the high 70s, plants will commonly abort fruits or
produce misshapen fruits. To reduce losses due to heat, apply
irrigation so that plants are never under water stress.
Growers should note that some squash (mostly zucchini)
varieties will still set fruit without pollination. Steve Reiners at
Cornell did a trial in 2013 with 21 varieties of summer squash to
determine which were capable of setting fruit without pollination.
Female flowers were bagged prior to opening to exclude pollinating insects. After 1 week, bags were removed and fruit rated
as to whether it was marketable or not. The results can be found
at this web site: http://www.hort.cornell.edu/expo/proceedings/2014/Vine%20crops/Seedless%20squash%20Reiners.pdf
. For example Golden Glory and Dunja Zucchini both were able
to set a high percentage of fruit without pollination. Selecting
varieties with this ability can reduce losses due to poor pollination.
Parthenocarpic varieties of cucumbers and zucchini that
set fruit without pollination are also available and can be less
susceptible to environmental extremes or conditions that limit
bee activity in monoecious or gynoecious varieties. We currently are evaluation 17 parthenocarpic pickle varieties for adaptation to our region.
Lack of fruit set can also be due to harvest management.
When summer squash or cucumbers are allowed to progress to
an overly mature stage, plants will “shut down” and not reflower
for a period of time. To manage this problem, frequent picking
(every 2-3 days) is necessary.
Misshapen fruits commonly are found in high numbers with
high temperatures and water stress in the summer or low night
temperatures in the fall. This includes bottle necking, pinched

blossom ends, crooked fruits or fruits with “narrow waists”.
These defects are most commonly due to effects on pollination.
Other stresses such as herbicide injury, root pruning in cultivation, or wind damage can increase the number of misshapen
and unmarketable fruit. Potassium deficiency can also cause
pinching at the stem end.
Hollowness or open cavities in cucumber and summer
squash fruit can be caused by inadequate pollination and
reduced seed set. Boron deficiency or the combination of boron
and calcium deficiency can also result in increased hollowness.
Dr. Johnson is the Extension Vegetable & Fruit Specialist
at the Univ. of Delaware. From the Weekly Crop Update,
Univ. of Delaware Extension, Vol. 25, Issue. 16, July 14,
2017.

Small cavities
in cucumber
fruit. In a more
severe form
hollowness
and cavities
can render the
fruits unmarketable or
reduce processing (pickling) quality.

TEW MANUFACTURING CORP.
Fruit & Vegetable Cleaning &
Sizing Equipment & Parts
Quality Latex & Poly Sponge
Rubber Drying Donuts
Tuff Foam® Protective Padding
Brushes • Bearings • Sizing Chains
Belting • Scrubber Rubber
New Stainless Steel Machines

Progression from marketable to unmarketable pickle fruits that
are crooked, waist pinched, tip pinched or tip pinched with
crook.

CALL TOLL FREE 800-380-5839
FOR CATALOG & PRICES
TEW MFG. CORP.
585-586-6120
P.O. BOX 87
FAX: 585-586-6083
PENFIELD, NY 14526
www.tewmfg.com
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Frost and Freeze Considerations in Vegetables Revisited
Gordon Johnson

As we move into October, frost becomes a factor in harvest
and recovery of vegetables. Later in the fall, freezes can
become a concern. The first frost on inland sites generally
occurs by the third week in October in the middle of Delmarva.
However, this can vary quite a bit.
Light to moderate frosts will not affect cool season vegetables such as cole crops, lettuce, and spinach. Some cool season crops, such as beets, Brussels sprouts, broccoli, kale, and
collards will handle freezing conditions. In contrast, cauliflower,
once frozen, will deteriorate quickly. Warm season vegetables
vary considerably in their ability to tolerate a light frost. For
example, pepper is more cold tolerant in the fall than tomato
which is severely damaged by frost. Pumpkins and winter
squash will have leaf and vine kill with light frost but fruits will
remain marketable. Heavier frosts and freezes will damage the
fruit. Sweet potatoes must be dug quickly after a frost kills vines
and will suffer root damage if soil temperature drops below
40°F. We often have significant acreage of beans still out in the
fall. Snap beans and lima beans will have leaf damage but still
can be harvested with a light frost. It is when temperatures drop
below 28°F and pods freeze that harvest recovery is affected.
When lima beans are frosted, you may have several weeks to
get into the field and harvest. However, if there is pod freezing,
the harvest window drops to a few days, depending on the day
temperatures, before seeds start to “sour”.
For unprotected frost sensitive vegetables, it is important to
follow weather forecasts closely for risk of frost or freeze. Clear
sky conditions after a cold front moves through will be the highest risk for frost or freeze. When risk is high, growers should
harvest all marketable produce ahead of the frost or freeze in
warm season crops. For example, harvest all tomatoes (ripe,
breakers, and mature greens) prior to a frost.
Floating row covers offer the best protection of sensitive
vegetables against frost and freeze injury, depending on the
thickness of the row cover, expect 2-6°F degrees of protection.
Moist soil also can store some heat, lessening frost, and sprinklers can be used for fall frost protection (see past articles on
spring frost protection).
Dr. Johnson is the Extension Vegetable and Fruit
Specialist at the Univ. of Delaware. From the Weekly Crop
Update, Univ. of Delaware Extension, Vol. 27, issue 27,
September 27, 2019.

Some beets can withstand temperatures as low as 12°F.

Peppers will tolerate frosts in the fall, tomatoes will not.
Brussels
sprouts are
frost and
freeze tolerant
to 20°F.

Lima bean
harvest is
minimally
affected after a
light frost.
However, after
a freeze, lima
beans must be
harvested
within 48
hours.
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Old News, But It Pays to Clean Up Your High Tunnel in
the Off-Season
Gerald Brust

I know growers are very aware that they should clean up
their vegetable fields and high tunnel (HT) of old crops and
weeds during the off-season. I also know that growers have
many other things that need to be done during this time and
they can’t quite get to the cleaning. But spending some time
now thoroughly cleaning up a high tunnel that is no longer in
production rather than letting it sit over the winter will vastly
improve your pest problems for the next year. Several of our
most notorious insect/mite pests such as two spotted spider
mites and thrips can overwinter in a high tunnel on crop or weed
green material. I have found both pests in HTs on winter annual weeds and very old barely green crop debris in February right
before the grower was ready to start the new season. It is often
thought that the winter cold will be enough to kill any insect or
mite pest—but it is not. Research has shown that starting out
‘dirty’ in a high tunnel results in pests that quickly exceed
thresholds much sooner than for a clean start, requiring twice as
many pesticide applications before harvest. Good sanitation
practices provide growers with a longer pest free window reducing the need for pesticides.
Disease problems are also increased in high tunnels that
wait until just before planting next season’s crop to clean-up.
For soil diseases like Fusarium or root knot nematodes (which
are an increasing problem in high tunnels) plant roots should be
pulled up and carried out in plastic bags and disposed of. If you
had foliar fungal disease problems this year you need to remove
all plant material from the HT as soon after harvest as you can.
The use of landscape fabric as a mulch in the HT cropping area
is a great way of reducing soil contamination from plant material and is a much easier way of cleaning up during and after the
season. A more difficult foliar problem is bacterial diseases. Not
only does all the plant material have to be taken out in bags, but
metal trellises must be sanitized using 10% bleach solution (1
part bleach to 9 parts water) or greenhouse sanitation products.
After you clean the metal materials with bleach, you’ll need to
rinse them with clean water to prevent corrosion. If wooden
stakes were used in the HT and you had a bacterial spot, speck
or canker problem then you are probably better off disposing of
the stakes as they are almost impossible to sanitize properly.
One other thing I would like to see HT growers do when
they take soil tests is to include soluble salt levels in the report.
Over the years several HT growers have complained to me
about how after 4-5 years of growing various vegetables
(although tomatoes were the most grown) they are seeing poorer yields and ‘unthrifty plants’. This seems puzzling because
they have put a great deal of compost in their HT and the soil
looks great. The problem, I think, is high soluble salts in the soil,
which will damage overall plant fitness and yield. These excess
soluble salts often come from fertilizers applied frequently without sufficient water (rain) to leach them through the soil.
Besides synthetic fertilizers other soil amendments with high
salt concentrations include manure and compost. The most
common scenario that results from high soluble salt levels in the
soil is plant drought stress as soil water is drawn away from
plant roots to the high soluble salt regions in the soil. Root cells
lose water resulting in wilted foliage and roots that are damaged.

However, another scenario that I think is happening more
often in our high tunnels is when plant roots absorb the excess
salts in the soil and are unable to metabolize them. The soluble
salts enter the roots and are moved through the water conducting tubes to the leaves where the water evapotranspires, gradually concentrating the salts to toxic levels. The consequence of
this type of salt stress in plants is a myriad of problems such as:
poor growth, thin canopy, excessive leaf drop, poor fruit set and
poor yields, with the next damage level up being necrotic leaf
margins, especially on older leaves that can curl (Fig. 1).
Some of our vegetable crops are much more sensitive to
high soluble salts than others. Crops such as green beans,
onions and peas are most sensitive while cabbage, cucumbers,
peppers and potatoes are a little salt tolerant and broccoli,
squash and tomato are moderately salt tolerant. These differing
sensitivities may be why if tomatoes are grown most often in the
HT and then peppers or cucumbers are grown the soluble salt
problem can ‘suddenly’ appear.

Figure 1. Soluble salt damage to peppers in a high tunnel.

Some of the possible remedies for high salts include having adequate drainage to help move salts out of the root zone
and flushing the soil with as much water as possible for several
days (water should be applied slowly so it seeps down into the
soil and does not runoff). After the season it may be best to take
the plastic off the HT and allow rain and snow to move the salts
out of the growing zone. But you need to know if you have high
soluble salt levels first.
Dr. Brust is the IPM Vegetable Specialist at the Univ. of
Maryland. From the Weekly Crop Update, Univ. of Delaware
Extension, Vol. 27, issue 27, September 27, 2019.
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What Are Biostimulants?
Angela Madeiras and Jason Lanier

Even if you have not heard the term “biostimulant’” you
have most likely seen advertisements for products that would
fall into this category. They come with tag lines such as
“Biological Plant Activator,” “Plant Health Stimulator,” and
“Probiotic for Plants”. They may promise enhanced water
uptake and nutrient utilization, increased tolerance to abiotic
stress, and increased plant vigor, quality, and crop yield.
The term “biostimulant” is defined in the 2018 Farm Bill as
“a substance or microorganism that, when applied to seeds,
plants, or to the rhizosphere, stimulates natural processes to
enhance or benefit nutrient uptake, nutrient use efficiency, tolerance to abiotic stress, or crop quality and yield.” The EPA currently does not regulate biostimulants, but this is likely to
change in the near future. Biostimulants are not classified as
fertilizers, nor do they have direct effects on pests. The purpose
of these products is to stimulate plant growth and optimize plant
health. For various reasons, plants that are thus primed are better equipped to handle both biotic and abiotic stresses. Some
biostimulants have also been found to stimulate plants’ natural
defense systems, increasing their resistance to pests and diseases.
Perhaps you have wondered, “Should I be using this stuff?”
The following discussion addresses the most common questions:

“What’s in these things anyway?” Biostimulant products typically include ingredients from one or more of the following general
categories:
• Humic and fulvic acids. These acids occur naturally in soils
as a result of the breakdown of organic matter.
• Protein hydrolysates. These include small peptides and
amino acids, the building blocks of all proteins.
• Seaweed and plant extracts. Seaweed extract may contain
minor nutrients and plant hormones such as cytokinins.
Plant extracts may contain substances that can stimulate
plant metabolism or natural defense systems. The exact
chemical makeup of these extracts is typically unknown.
• Chitosan and other biopolymers. “Biopolymers” are specific
molecules derived from plant or animal sources; for
instance, chitosan is derived from the shells of crustaceans.
• Inorganic compounds. These are mineral-based molecules
such as phosphites, and minor elements such as silicon.
• Beneficial microbes. The action of these products is based
on the activity of live fungi and/or bacteria.

“There are a lot of products out there. How do I go about choosing one?”
• Read the list of ingredients. If the product contains
microbes, you want to see some Latin names. Avoid
products that say no more than “proprietary blend,” “beneficial microbes,” “mycorrhizae,” or anything equally
vague. Not knowing what you’re getting limits your ability to do your own research about the effectiveness and
value of the material.
• Choose a product that has been tested by a third party. In
other words, someone unaffiliated with the company that
makes it. These tests are often done by universities.
Many products have not been tested by a third party, and
if they have, it can be tricky to find trial reports. However,
a company with products that have yielded good results
in third party testing will likely publicize this fact. Feel free
to contact the UMass Vegetable Program if you have

questions about a product labeled for use on vegetable
crops.
• Look for relevancy in testing. Choose a product that has
been tested on the crop (or at least the type of crop) you
would like to use it on, in the type of setting you would
like to use it in (field or greenhouse). These types of
products may not have the same effects on crops in the
field as in the greenhouse due to numerous environmental factors.
• Focus on the desired outcome. Look for evidence that a particular biostimulant has been shown to produce the
results you are looking for. Keep in mind that increased
vegetative growth may sound great, but it is often concurrent with a decrease in flower number, which is not
necessarily desirable for fruiting vegetables.
• Go to the source. Don’t be afraid to call or e-mail the company and request this kind of information.

“OK, I’ve decided to take the plunge. How should I start?”
• Be willing to experiment. Choose a particular crop or a few
crops to experiment with.
• Make a plan. Have a general idea of the result(s) you would
like to see and how you will measure them. No fancy
math is necessary: it can be as simple as measuring
yield or plant size, or estimating how much of a leaf surface is covered with powdery mildew. Of course, rewards
may not always be visible—your goal might be to use
less fertilizer or make fewer pesticide applications.
• Compare. Always keep an equal number of plants that are
not treated with the biostimulant so you can compare
them to the ones that are treated. Making this comparison is the only way to be sure that the product made a
difference. Other than application of the biostimulant,
both sets of plants should be grown under the same conditions.
• Start small. Apply the product to a few plants and wait about
one week to see if there are any adverse effects such as
phytotoxicity.
• Keep records. Pay attention to and record environmental
conditions, particularly temperature. Little is known about
the ways in which the environment affects the performance of many products.

The field of biostimulants is still very new, but it holds great
potential. These products present novel opportunities to produce crops more effectively and more efficiently. With a little
care and attention you can make the most of these tools.

Resources

Ohio State University Microbe-Containing Bioproducts
Database at http://u.osu.edu/vegprolab/microbe-containing-bioproducts/
The Biological Products Industry Alliance at https://www.
bpia.org/
European Biostimulants Industry Council at http://www.biostimu
lants.eu/
University of California Department of Agriculture and Natural
Resources Crop Biostimulants blog at https://ucanr.edu/
blogs/blogcore/postdetail.cfm?postnum=31318
Ms. Madeiras and Mr. Lanier are with the Univ. of
Massachusetts Extension Greenhouse Floriculture Program.
From Vegetable Notes for Vegetable Farmers in
Massachusetts, Univ. of Mass. Extension, Vol. 31, No. 23
October 17, 2019.
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Dry Plugs Causing Problems in Some Strawberry Fields
Gerald Brust

This is a quick note to say that after looking at some strawberry fields in which the transplant plugs were wilting it at first
looked like there could be some root disease problem. But
under our very dry conditions (except for the nice rains this past
Wednesday, 16th) for the last 6-8 weeks this did not seem probable. In several fields nearly 100% of the transplants were wilting with the older leaves brown, shriveled and dying and the
younger leaves still green but flaccid (Fig. 1). Looking at the root
ball showed that the plugs were very dry (Fig. 2), even though
the grower had been irrigating. Once root plugs dry out they are
very difficult to re-wet without water being applied over time
directly to the root ball. In some situations the soil around the
root ball was moist, but the plug was still dry. Even though some
plugs had been in the ground for weeks there often was little
root growth outside of the root plug (Fig. 2). I think this is what
happened in many fields over the last few weeks, the root ball
dried out and the moisture from drip tubes that were often 3-8
inches away from the transplants was not enough to re-wet the
dried-out plugs. Besides being dry we also had bright sunny
days with low humidity making for a very dry environment. While
dry strawberry plugs may explain some of the wilting that is
going on with new strawberry plugs, it is a good idea to check
wilted plants in each case to see if it is dry plugs or something
else. I think with the rain we had this past Wednesday most of
the dried out plugs should be re-wetted and will be good to go.
Dr. Brust is the IPM Vegetable Specialist at the Univ. of
Maryland. From the Weekly Crop Update, Univ. of Delaware
Extension, Vol. 27, October 18, 2019.

Figure 2.
Strawberry
plug that is
very dry.

Equipment

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE – MIST SPRAYERS
Many options. Spray orchards, produce, vineyards, etc.
Low Volume – High Pressure. Using air as the carrier.
They use less water was well as being more effective
and more efficient with less chemical.
__Swiharts, Quinter, KS. 785-754-3513 swihartsales.com___
FOR SALE – BED SHAPER - Buckeye Tractor Co. Model 1921
– D and MULCH LAYER - Mechanical Transplanter Co. -Model
90. Equipment like new and always stored inside -$1,400 for
both OBRO.
Call H. Bolkey 1-814-434-0461 / 1-814-474-2177
10

Businesses and Farms

Figure 1. Wilting strawberry plant.

FOR SALE – 39-ACRE PRODUCE FARM near York. Thriving
retail market. Has pond for irrigation. Public water and sewer
are accessible to property. Farm and Land Realty
www.farmandlandrealtyinc.com Ben Landis
717.471.1740
FOR SALE BY OWNER – GREENHOUSE/GARDEN CENTER
OPERATION AT 171 Greenhouse Road, (Snyder County)
Middleburg, PA 17842. Owners retiring. Proven profitable
business model for over 40 years. Turn-key business with
records, equipment, inventory, trees, shrubs, retail items.
Owner is willing to assist in transition. Creative financing possible. The 18-acre property consists of a two-story, 3-bedroom,
2-bath home with small stream and approximately 60,000 sq. ft.
total greenhouse area consisting of aluminum structures with
flood tables. A 100 gallon+/minute never-failing well. Additional
land to lease.
Call or Text Larry 570-765-6470
07

Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association
815 Middle Road
Richfield, Pennsylvania 17086-9205
717-694-3596
pvga@pvga.org
www.pvga.org

Address Service Requested

27 West Mohler Church Road,
Ephrata, PA 17522
Ph: 717-733-3015
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